The object of this paper is to show that AP(G) and W(G) are algebras for a restricted class of compact groups called groups of bounded representation type.
Let G be a compact non-Abelian group; we let G denote the set of equivalence classes of continuous unitary irreducible representations of G. We call G the dual of G. For aeG, let T a be an element of a. Then T a is a homomorphism of G into U(n a ), the group of n a x n a unitary matrices, where n a is the dimension of a. We use TJp)t o denote the matrix entries of TJx), xeG, 1 ^ i,j ^ n a , and T aii to denote the function x i-> TJx)^. Now
T«{*y)<j =£T a {x) ik T a (y) kj (x,yeG), and T a (y~% = T a {y)a-

Furthermore, T aii e C(G), the space of continuous functions on G.
Let X be an %-dimensional complex inner product space with norm | • |. Let be the space of linear maps from X -> X. We define the operator norm of A e3S(X) by = 8up{|.4g|: g e Z , \i\ < 1}. 
For
feA{0) and <j>e£e™{G), </>fe£ >1 (G).
We thus define <f>feA{G) by
Further, L(x)(<f>f) = </>(L{x)f) (xeG). Thus for/e^(G) and ^GJC^G), we have that 1 )/, 0> (a; e G).
Also {<]>f):= 4>Ja («e^).
Let a e^, then 
w)). n
In a series of papers, we have been studying the non-Abelian extension (to G) of the space of almost periodic (weakly almost periodic) functions. We say for 0 e=S?°°((r) that 0 is almost periodic (weakly almost periodic) if and only if the map/h-*/. <j) from A{G) to SC^iG) is a compact (weakly compact) operator. The space of all such 0 is denoted by AP(G) (respectively, W(G)). We showed in (2) that both AP(G) and W(G) are closed *-subspaces of SC CO (G) (* denotes the adjoint operation). Each is a module over A(G), and each possesses a system of almost invariant integrals which defines an (unique) invariant mean.
We study in this paper a restricted class of compact groups for which we can show that AP(G) and W(G) are algebras. One says that the compact group G is of bounded representation type if sup{?i a : aeG} is finite. These compact groups can be characterized as extensions of abelian compact groups by finite groups. This characterization is due to Calvin Moore. THEOREM 
Let G be an infinite compact group of bounded representation type. Then the space AP(G) is an algebra.
Proof. Let B denote the unit ball in A (G). Under the hypothesis that G is of bounded representation type, the closed balanced convex hull of {T aij : cxeG, 1 < i, j ^ n a } in • We wish now to show the analogous result for W(G). An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that we have used two facts about the topology of ^> CO (G): (1) the closed balanced convex hull of a compact set is compact and (2) the product of two compact sets is compact. The first result is the Mazur theorem ((3), p. 416) and the second result follows from the joint continuity of multiplication inJ §?°°(^). When one considers =£?°°(dr) with the weak topology, the first result still holds; and, in fact, it is the Krein-Smulian theorem ((3), p. 434).
We now study whether the multiplication of two compact sets is a compact set with the weak topology onJ §?°°((r). We first recall the Eberlein theorem ( (3) }"=i has a weak cluster point, and so AB is weakly compact in^?°°(^).
•
